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This class is for anyone with a non-threading serger, who wants to 
understand it better, or who wants more experience sewing on a serger. 
Please have your serger serviced and in good working order.  Some 
experience sewing on a traditional machine is preferred. 

Supplies: 
Serger in good working order. (don’t forget to bring the cord and foot 
pedal!) 

 
Elegant Tee  pattern by CNT Patterns 

Fabric – For the first session, you will need 1/2 yd of a knit fabric in a 
solid color that your four colors of thread will stand out against. Cut this 
fabric into ten or twelve  6” squares.  You do not need to pre-wash this 
fabric.

For the second session, you will need Fabric yardage according to the 
back of the pattern envelope for your size and the fabric width. 

A Cotton/Spandex blend is perfect for this top. We carry that in the shop. 
Or any knit will work nicely. 

Thread – For the first session, you will need Serger cones of thread in 
four colors: Red, Blue, Green and Yellow.  They can be pastel versions 
of these colors, but you need four very different colors. 

For the second session, you will need four serger cones, or large spools 
(1,000 yd) of the same color to match your fabric.  If you can’t find a 
perfect match, always go a shade darker. 

Needle - You will need a needle designed to work on sergers. They are 
usually called overlocker needles. You will need a size 80. 



Fabric scissors and nippers 

 
Pins 

Other supplies needed for sewing such as tools for marking, for 
measuring, seam ripper, etc. Ruler or seam gauge.  

A tiny latch hook (usually used for fixing snags) OR a large eye blunt 
yarn needle and a small wire needle threader. 

1/4 yd of 1/4” elastic 

1/4 yd of 1/4” twill tape 

Optional* one spool of wooly nylon thread for rolled hems

Please be sure to have your measurements taken before coming to class. 
If you did not get a chance to have your measurements taken in the shop 
and would like to, let me know. After deciding your pattern size, trace 
your size onto Pattern Ease® Tracing Material. 

Prewash fabric before cutting out garment. Come to class with your 
garment already cut from the fabric. You can leave the pattern on the 
fabric until class, so we can be sure all of your markings get transferred 
properly. 

Bring a lunch or refreshment to get through the noon hour! 
Let me now if you have any questions. 913-449-0525 or 
jen@letsgetsewingnow.com 


